
 

 

 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

 

 ) 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. )      Docket No.      ER15-2377-000 

 )    

 

REPORT OF SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC.  

REGARDING GAS-ELECTRIC COORDINATION  

 

 Southwest Power Pool, Inc. ("SPP") submits this report pursuant to the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission’s ("Commission") Order Accepting Compliance Filing 

issued on December 17, 2015, in Docket Nos. ER15-2377-000 and EL14-27-000.1   

I. INTRODUCTION 

 In the December 2015 Order, the Commission accepted revisions SPP proposed to 

its Open Access Transmission Tariff2 to better align SPP's market schedule to the revised 

natural gas scheduling practices the Commission specified in its Order No. 809.3  In the 

December 2015 Order, the Commission also directed SPP to submit an annual 

informational report regarding SPP's ongoing efforts towards coordination of gas and 

                                                 
1  Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 153 FERC ¶ 61,316 (2015) ("December 2015 Order"). 

2  Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Open Access Transmission Tariff, Sixth Revised Volume No. 

1 (“Tariff”).  Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the definitions 

provided in the Tariff. 

3  Coordination of the Scheduling Processes of Interstate Natural Gas Pipelines and Public 

Utilities, Order No. 809, 80 Fed. Reg. 23,198-01 (Apr. 24, 2015), FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 

31,368 (2015) (cross-referenced at 151 FERC ¶ 61,049 (2015)), order on clarification, 152 

FERC ¶ 61,095, order on reh’g, 152 FERC ¶ 61,212 (2015). 
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electric scheduling practices.4  This is the third of three reports the Commission directed 

SPP to submit on the anniversary of the December 2015 Order’s publication.  

II. REPORT 

 Over the past year, SPP has identified and implemented additional enhancements 

to its market software, has seen market timeline changes submitted for consideration in the 

SPP stakeholder process, has engaged in stakeholder and staff education to encourage more 

detailed outage reporting by generator operators, and has analyzed more granular data it 

has received from generator operators regarding fuel supply issues.  

A. Continued Coordination Efforts 

  1. Market System Improvements 

 As SPP previously reported, SPP has given its vendor a “standing order” for 

continuous review for potential areas in which improvements can be made to market 

software function.  The enhancements SPP implemented in 2018 increase overall market 

efficiency without risking the quality and consistency of the market solutions.  SPP 

implemented an upgraded version of its modeling and optimization software systems.  The 

new version adds support for multi-core processing, which allows calculation of solutions 

in parallel with other functions and increases overall solution efficiency.  The new version 

improves profiler functions that reduce processing times by identifying improvement 

                                                 
4  In paragraph 53 of the December 2015 Order, the Commission directed SPP "to submit an 

annual informational report in Docket No. ER15-2377 on or before the anniversary of the 

publication of this Order for the next three years. This report should explain ongoing efforts 

to further improve gas-electric coordination, including efforts to improve solve times. The 

informational report should also identify whether any natural gas fired generators within 

SPP experienced any operational challenges related to gas-electric coordination issues, and 

identify what actions SPP undertook to mitigate such events."  The Commission also noted 

that "the reports directed in this order are for informational purposes only and will neither 

be noticed nor require Commission action." Id. n. 68. 
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opportunities such as removal of unused parameters and streamlining the order of internal 

system procedures.   

 SPP also implemented enhancements to its market system orchestration software 

which provides the functionality of dedicating specific servers to the Market Clearing 

Engine (“MCE”) for calculations related to SPP’s Security Constrained Unit Commitment 

(“SCUC”) algorithm and SPP’s Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (“SCED”) 

algorithm.  This change reduced overall solution runtime by more efficiently distributing 

the total workload associated with a single study rather than potentially assigning the 

majority of workload to a single server. 

 SPP also implemented enhancements to the software processes by which its market 

system creates and organizes internal system files.  By storing these files in local memory 

and removing unnecessary read/write redundancies, SPP reduced the required system time 

for processing and reporting information.  A further reduction in this system time was 

produced with the removal of system parameters that were unused in the SPP market 

systems, removing the need for the clearing engine to process said parameters. 

  SPP also implemented enhancements to the MCE that streamline the transition 

between SCUC and SCED.  Specifically, the MCE now creates condensed SCUC files 

before transfer so that the MCE does not receive information that is unnecessary or 

irrelevant for determining the SCED solution.  This enhancement allows for faster transfer 

times between the MCE servers calculating the SCUC and SCED solutions, which results 

in an overall reduction in solve time. 

 As SPP has previously reported, any improvement to solve times is subject to 

additional impact from other market system changes.  SPP continues to monitor system 
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performance for potential impacts to solve times, and SPP and its vendor will continue 

efforts to identify additional improvements. 

  2. Changes to Market Timeline 

   As SPP previously reported, the SPP Market Working Group (“MWG”) is the SPP 

stakeholder group working with SPP staff on the goal of market system efficiency and 

improvement.  At the October 2018 meeting of the MWG, SPP staff reported on recent 

developments and issues impacting market system solve times.  At its December 2018 

meeting, the MWG considered, and voted to approve, a proposed step in SPP’s efforts to 

enhance coordination:  Tariff revisions that would provide SPP Market Participants an 

additional 30 minutes in which to submit Bids and Offers into the SPP Day-Ahead Market. 

 Currently, Bids and Offers must be submitted in the Day-Ahead Market by 9:30 

a.m.5  The proposed revisions would extend that deadline to 10:00 a.m.  Proponents of the 

revisions have cited a number of potential benefits of such a change.  For example, the 

additional time would allow Market Participants to engage in additional natural gas price 

discovery and fuel procurement, resulting in prices that are more competitive and better 

reflect the cost of serving load.  The additional time would also increase Market 

Participants’ opportunities to compile more accurate information regarding forecasts, 

outages, and generation capabilities.   

 During the MWG’s discussion of the revisions at its December 2018 meeting, 

proponents of the revisions stated that, while the revisions are an incremental step, they 

represent a step in the right direction toward additional improvement in coordination 

between gas and electric schedules.  The MWG encouraged SPP staff to continue such 

                                                 
5  See, e.g., Tariff, Attachment AE, Section 5.1 
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steps toward improving market system efficiency and decreasing solve times.  The MWG-

approved revisions discussed above will continue their way through the SPP stakeholder 

process and, if approved by stakeholders, will be filed with the Commission. 

  3. Improvement of Gas Supply Communications 

 SPP has previously reported its efforts to develop or enhance methods of 

communicating with natural gas suppliers and monitoring the status of gas infrastructure. 

One aspect of SPP’s efforts has been to increase awareness of the need for detail in outage 

reporting, particularly fuel issues.  SPP has stressed the importance of providing relevant 

information when reporting outages for each of the past three years. Beginning in the fall 

of 2017, however, SPP increased its emphasis on the value of identifying fuel-related issues 

in connection with existing or anticipated outages. 

  Generator operators generally provide outage information to SPP via the Control 

Room Operations Window (“CROW”) outage scheduler.  SPP stakeholders can access and 

input data into the CROW tool to schedule and manage planned outages as well as report 

unplanned outages.  SPP has worked to encourage more frequent and more detailed 

reporting of operational issues, particularly fuel-related issues, by all generator operators, 

including those operating gas-fired generators.  SPP has also educated and trained its 

operations staff to remind and encourage generator operators to identify fuel-related issues 

and other additional detail in connection with outages.   

 SPP’s approach to educating stakeholders has included such methods as revisions 

to member-facing documents and member-training workshops and conferences.  In early 

2017, SPP published a “Required Data Specifications” document that, inter alia, 

specifically identifies fuel supply issues as information that should be reported in 

connection with  outages and derates.  In the fall of 2017, SPP added a new section to its 
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Emergency Operations Plan that states, in pertinent part, that generator operators are to 

update any derates or resource changes in CROW as soon as possible.  Also in the fall of 

2017, SPP hosted an Emergency Operations Winter Workshop and a Marketplace 

Symposium.  At both of these events, SPP staff emphasized the importance of generator 

operators updating SPP about fuel limitations related to outages of entire plants or even 

individual units at those plants.  

  SPP continued to emphasize reporting of outage details in 2018.  During a March 

2018 System Operations Conference, SPP educated stakeholders on using the CROW 

tool’s functionality to include additional details regarding outages.  In that same 

conference, SPP emphasized to stakeholders the importance of communicating potential 

fuel delivery issues.  Throughout 2018, SPP operations staff have been trained to encourage 

generator operators to include fuel-related issues in their outage reporting in the CROW 

tool.  SPP will continue to educate stakeholders and staff regarding the importance of 

including any fuel-related details in outage reporting.  As discussed in Section B of this 

report, SPP believes its efforts to emphasize to stakeholders and staff the need to provider 

greater detail in outage reporting has resulted in a significant increase in generator 

operators identifying fuel-related connections, including issues regarding gas, when they 

report outages.  

 B. Operational Issues  
 

 In the prior two years, SPP has reported instances where generators in its region 

may have contacted SPP to discuss gas-coordination operational issues that may have 

required special attention from SPP.  Only one such instance occurred during that time:  a 

generator advised SPP regarding issues surrounding a pipeline that was taken out of service 
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for inspection and repairs to potential damage in 2016.  SPP received no such reports in 

2017. 

 1. June 2018 Pipeline Explosion   

 A pipeline explosion occurred in the SPP footprint on June 15, 2018.  One generator 

operator contacted SPP on the morning of the explosion and advised that three of its 

facilities (referred to herein as Facilities 1, 2, and 3) were affected by the explosion.  The 

operator reported that Facility 1 would have two units out, and Facility 2 would have one 

unit out while another unit would derate.  Facility 3 would have one unit out, two units 

would derate, and two units would switch over to fuel oil.  On June 17, the pipeline 

company advised the line would be operational on June 21.   

 The generator operator later confirmed to SPP that the pipeline at issue was placed 

back in service on June 21 and that intermittent repair work and testing thereafter caused 

Facility 1 to experience fuel capacity reduction for three days in July, two days in August, 

and two days in October.  The generator operator has also advised it anticipated reduced 

fuel capacity during December 11-14 when the pipeline was scheduled for follow-up 

integrity testing.  The generator operator also advised SPP that, during these periods of 

reduced capacity in the months following the pipeline’s return to service, Facility 1 was 

able to obtain its firm gas purchases.  The operator stated the reduced capacity only limited 

Facility 1’s ability to utilize non-firm purchases of gas.  The full capacity of the generator 

facilities described above was not necessary to maintain reliable operations, and none of 

the foregoing operational issues required SPP to engage in measures outside of normal 

operating procedures. 
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 2. Extreme Winter Temperatures 

 SPP’s footprint experienced periods of extremely cold winter weather in early 

2018.  SPP issued a Winter Weather Alert for the period of December 27, 2017 through 

January 5, 2018.  SPP issued another Winter Weather Alert for the period of January 15-

18, 2018.  Despite the notably cold temperatures, SPP did not receive reports of weather-

related gas-coordination operational issues requiring special attention from SPP outside of 

normal operating procedures. 

 3. Additional Operational Data  

 In light of the relatively low number of gas-coordination operational issues 

requiring special attention from SPP, SPP decided to broaden the scope of its operational 

issues review.  For this year’s report, SPP decided to review outage data from its CROW 

tool.  SPP’s stakeholders can access and input data into the CROW tool to schedule and 

manage planned outages as well as to report unplanned outages.  For purposes of CROW 

reporting, the term “outage” may represent a broad range of scenarios on the ground.  An 

outage may last only for a few seconds, or it may span days.  An “outage” may be reported 

in CROW to indicate a facility being taken out of service, or an outage may sometimes be 

reported to indicate a facility being derated for a period of time.  Also, an outage may 

represent an issue with an entire generation facility or just one unit.      

 For this report, SPP searched for CROW entries in which gas-fired generators (1) 

reported an outage and (2) selected the “Fuel Supply” cause code in the CROW tool for 

that entry.  Applying those criteria revealed 615 instances6 of some degree of outage in 

                                                 
6 This number includes potential planned outages that had not yet occurred but were 

identified in CROW as planned for 2018 as of December 4. 
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which a gas generator reported fuel supply as a factor from January 1 to December 4, 2018.  

As previously stated, the outages represented in that number include a range of planned or 

unplanned issues, the duration of which may have ranged from a few seconds to a matter 

of days and may have affected only a portion of a larger facility.  To place that number in 

additional context, the total number of outages reported for any cause from January 1 to 

December 4, 2018 is 19,117.  Therefore, approximately 3.2% of outages reported in 2018 

as of December 4 have been identified by generators as having some connection to gas 

fuel.     

 The CROW data does not include detailed information about the nature of each 

outage or the full nature of the reason why that “cause code” may have been chosen.  

Indeed, the generator operator may decide to apply the Fuel Supply cause code in a broad 

range of circumstances.  Fuel issues may not necessarily mean actual lack of supply or 

physical limitations on the ability to obtain gas.  Fuel issues could include contractual or 

market limitations on the ability to procure fuel or even an inadvertent procedural failure 

to order gas.   

 The CROW interface does include a space for “comments,” however, and on some 

occasions, reporting generators used that area to provide brief statements of additional 

information.  Examples of information from such comments in 2018 include “fuel source 

availability,” “low gas pressure,” “fuel supply restrictions,” “gas line flow meter 

calibration,” “gas isn’t ordered,” “Emergency Shutoff Device testing,” “icing conditions,” 

and “cracked fuel pipe.”  None of these 615 outages required special attention or mitigating 

actions by SPP, and SPP was able to continue normal operations without any adverse 

impact to market operations or reliability. 
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 SPP decided to also search CROW entries from 2016 and 2017, applying the same 

criteria of gas generators who (1) reported outages and (2) selected “Fuel Supply” as the 

cause code.  For 2016, CROW identifies 160 instances of outage that gas generators 

identified as related, to some degree, to fuel supply.  For 2017, the same criteria revealed 

248 such instances. The increase in reporting that occurred between 2017 and 2018 may 

be the result of several factors.  The aforementioned pipeline explosion and weather events7 

in 2018 were likely factors.  SPP believes, however, that the education and training efforts 

described in Section A of this report played the largest role.   

 SPP believes that its efforts over the last three years to educate operations staff and 

SPP stakeholders on the importance of outage reporting—and including more details in the 

reporting—has been the primary cause for both (1) the significant increase in CROW 

entries and (2) the increased availability of details provided in the entries, the latter of 

which makes it possible to search for outages related to fuel supply.  SPP plans to continue 

this emphasis on increased reporting and increased specificity in reporting.  SPP therefore 

expects the availability of information in the CROW tool will increase accordingly.  SPP 

will also make efforts to determine beneficial ways in which this increasingly available 

data can be utilized in gas-electric coordination efforts. 

 III. CONCLUSION   

 SPP will continue its efforts to improve gas-electric coordination in the SPP region.  

SPP will continue working with vendors to develop cost-effective ways to further improve 

market software efficiency and decrease market system solve times.  SPP will also continue 

to develop improvements in communication and interaction with natural gas suppliers and 

                                                 
7 SPP also issued a Hot Weather Alert in each of the months of May, June, and July 2018. 
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the generators relying on the availability of natural gas.  Accordingly, SPP will consider 

beneficial uses for the increasing amount of data becoming available regarding gas 

generators and their operational issues. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 /s/ Joseph W. Ghormley  

Joseph W. Ghormley 

Senior Attorney 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

201 Worthen Drive 

Little Rock, AR 72223 

Telephone: (501) 614-3368 

Fax: (501) 482-2022 

jghormley@spp.org  

 

Attorney for 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

 

 

Dated:  December 17, 2018
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